
Perception | Perception 
Perception | noitpecreP provides an intimate journey of self reflection. The 
garden’s perimeter is shroud in colourful artwork immediately evoking a 
sense of blossomed creativity and blended art forms. 

Guests enter through the garden walls, welcomed by a captivating scene 
of bamboo planted in a grid. The bamboo appears to stretch forever as the 
mirrored interior walls of the garden provide an illusion of unrelenting perfec-
tion. Enraptured by the beauty of endless bamboo, guests’ attention natural-
ly gravitates to their own footfall, where shattered pieces of mirror cover the 
ground and crunch quietly with each step. 

As exploration of this unique environment continues, visitors notice that the 
crushed mirror also contains broken paintings — a sense of destruction and 
chaos begins to emerge within the perfect aesthetic of the bamboo arrange-
ment. This aesthetic juxtaposition is our homage to the artistic process itself 
— a practice which inevitably requires some amount of pandemonium and 
accord to reach true innovation and authenticity. 

After some meandering, guests reach a circular structure, mirrored on the 
outside, and both reflective and transparent on the inside - they see reflec-
tions of themselves, the bamboo haven beyond, and notice the reflection 

of a colourful column in the center of the space. The large center column 
is wrapped in a laminated painting. Upon closer inspection, guests realize 
paint splashes mark the interior walls as if someone has enthusiastically 
created a vibrant masterpiece within this chamber. Perhaps at this moment, 
they comprehend that this central wrapped painting, exterior paintings, and 
broken paintings symbolize an artist’s personal, creative evolution.

Through a lens of creative destruction and rebirth, Perception | noitpecreP 
empowers its visitors. Grounds of aesthetic contrasts, people are invited to 
our garden to experience the beauty in the broken and the unbroken in both 
the landscape and in themselves.
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